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About This Game

A dead world's dream is a challenging retro platformer.

From your sky island's home, travel to diversified areas and progress in a non-linear way.
Energy cells  will allow to boost the portal to reach further away places, while rare species  brought back to your biologist

friend will allow to unlock capabilities.

Face the challenges with the proven die and retry method, or carefuly analyse your surroundings.

If this is just a walk in the park and fairness is not your style, try the hard mode and regret trying.

 Good luck!
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I am a believer of giving credit where credit is due, firstly this mainly 2 person dev team did an amazing job with visuals,music
and loactions, It really shows what passionate people can do. I dont believe in praising graphics when the game is mind numbing
boring which isnt the case with Kyn.

Commanding a 2 man team and at some point a 6 man team may seem difficult at 1st but once you adjust to it you will pull of
some really amazing wins. Its a mix of diablo hordes (all enemies are beautifully done) and orignal Dugeon siege (Not the god
awful Dugeon siege 3). For the most part combat flows, instead of pausing you have a slow motion meter to issue commands, it
would have been nice to be giving a pause or slow mo option but i can see what the dev's were trying to do. The ai isnt the best
and regulary my melee guys would run after enemies in the opposite direction and unless you issue commands they will stand
while being owned by the enemy horde of the moment.

BUT these are small complaints on a very soild foundation, the dev's are ACTUALLY listening to the buyers and patching the
game regulary. You may get about 15-25 hours depending on difficulty, exploration and side quests. For only 20 Dollars its a
steal. I would highly recommand it to anyone interested in this genre.
. I bought this game because I was teaching a grade 4 class about Egypt and wanted to show them examples Senet, and this was
the only one I could easily find that was cheap :P”

Still, it works, no issues with the game play. It does feel very cheap and low budget but It did what it was supposed to do.
. It was a nice try, you had a good run of it, but not worth a single cent to anyone.

Take this one out behind the barn and put her out of her misery.. This game is really really fun.
If you like to play with friends and if you are competitive player in lan or online you will like it(without any doubts).
It's a game where you will get the mechanics very easy and the variety of dynasties and characters will give you many hours of
fun.

If you are wondering if you should invest money in this game, my answer is YES. A VERY BIG YES!

See you in RANKED games dude! ;). A well made classic LOVE THIS GamE!! bring back my apple 2gs!. Fun but gets boring
after about 10 minutes. The developers weren't kidding when they declared that this was, and I quote, "a very challenging
campaign"! Let's add DAMN NEAR IMPOSSIBLE, even on Easy difficulty, at least for this admittedly mediocre-at-best
strategist. Let me qualify things a little better, then...

  This is the final of the DLC campaigns, and to say that the "challenge" factor goes up a tad between this and the ones
immediately before it is something of an understatement. Let me put it this way...pretty much all the missions prior to this pack,
I was able to complete on the first, second, maybe at worst THIRD attempt, and on NORMAL difficulty no less. I've just failed
Mission 1 of this DLC more than ten times in a row, and the latter half of those were on EASY difficulty. A mild discrepancy in
difficulty there, methinks?

  The most "tragic" thing here, though, is not that Mr Stupid Pants McReady can't complete a heavily strategy-based game - no
earth-shattering revelations there - but rather that this DLC finally lives up to many of the criticisms people had levelled on this
overall game...criticisms which, up until this particular DLC, I would have passionately argued against. Which isn't to say that
Space Hulk was ever a "perfect" game, but by and largely the balance between strategy and luck (read: fairness and unfairness)
was a solid one. The very first mission of Harbinger of Torment unfortunately escalates things to the point where even the
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teeniest, tiniest mistake - or worse yet, just a brief spot of bad LUCK, something well beyond the player's control - pretty much
spells the end of the mission. Now, this kind of unforgiving nature might be acceptable if it didn't occur a good thirty minutes or
more into a mission which was going perfectly well up to that point. Prior to this, the missions in the main game and earlier
DLCs were designed in such a way that one or two casualties were not only wearable, but indeed EXPECTED. Lose just one
marine in the first five rounds of this 'un, and you may as well just start all over again. It's THAT pedantic. Oh well...at least I
can say I "beat" the main game, and three (count 'em, three!) DLC campaigns...but alas, no perfect closure for Monsieur
McReady before he moves on to the supposedly superior (we shall soon see!) Space Hulk: Ascension. Such is life.

  Why, then, am I giving this a thumbs-up, you ask? Well, because I figure that SOMEBODY, SOMEWHERE - at the very least
one or two people on the development team itself - must have actually managed to get through this DLC. So if you're the kind of
somebody who likes a decent challenge - I mean a REALLY \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING DECENT challenge - then this
may be one of the best purchases you'll ever make in the magical world of Steam. And failing that, if you simply get this DLC
more or less for "free" by buying one of packs with all the campaign DLCs in it, you're not exactly gonna lose out that way
either, are you? Just don't bother buying the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665er by itself unless you are EXTREMELY sure of
yourself, 'cause you're gonna require strategy and patience galore to get all the way through this one.

Verdict: 7\/10.. One of a kind game, wish they'd remake it.. Having played through the first ARES, this does seem a bit
superfluous, but I'll accept it, as it has some new content.

+ Two new levels
+ A new playable character and story
+ Slight improvements to original
+ As usual, rockin' soundtrack
- If you're using a keyboard like the plebe I am, it may be difficult.

+ Not a disappointment like Mighty No. 9.
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There isn't much of a game here, but I'm going to review it anyways.

First off, this is another Capcom game that uses Securom, but unlike Dark Void before it, it doesn't suffer the Securom fate of
not finding the cd key in their database. But thats about all the 'good news' this game has going for it.

The game uses Gamespy for it's multiplayer, and well, it doesn't exsist anymore, so you can't play the multiplayer and
considering what little single player there is, there is pretty much no game left. There is seven tiny single player missions. None
of them are really good. There is a few different difficulty levels, but playing the 'campaign' through on easy, there wasn't really
anything there that made me want to challenge myself on harder difficulties.

Don't buy this game, don't make the mistake I did.. If you like games where you sit back and watch the money pour in, this is
that game. It is very easy but great fun.

Feature request\/feedback for dev:

- an 'upgrade all computers' button which means I don't have to go around manually deleting every single older computer, and
replacing calculators\/tablets\/inboxes for every single computer when these are deleted along with the old computers. Ain't
nobody got time for that!
- employees don't actually stay until the time I set them. They are out the front door 20 minutes before they should be finishing
their shift.
- the wall and room building is fiddly and sometimes doesn't work how I expect.
- clearer explanation and more control of vacation time
- clearer diagrams for how much design\/program\/art work is required for a task. For example, when research bars appear -
they appear empty and only fill up in the colour of red\/green\/blue as they are researched. Maybe when each bar is empty, it
would be helpful to show a blue\/green\/red outline around each bar so it is clear what type of research is required.
Another example is when 'game asset' contracts show up with a green pie chart for '2D', this is confusing as the art skill is
normally represented in red, not green.. Developed by Infinite Interactive and published by D3Publisher Of America Inc.,
Puzzle Quest: Galactrix is yet another puzzle roleplaying game in Infinites steadily growing stable of quality match 3 titles. The
wonderful thing about this game, however, that sets it apart from the other Puzzle Quest titles is that this one does not take place
in a fantasy setting. No dragons, no swords and no magic. Galactrix instead is set far into the future and deals with aliens, lasers
and technology. You take on the role of a rogue M.R.I. pilot scouring the galaxy in your spaceship trying to uncover clues in an
intergalactic mystery that will affect the fate of the entire universe.

I'm happy to report that the addictive match 3 gameplay is back but with an all new redesigned puzzle battlefield as well. Gone
are the circular gems of the fantasy based Puzzle Quest titles. They have been replaced by the more futuristic looking
hexagonally shaped tiles and since this game takes place in space gravity will be a factor in how the tiles fall. If the match takes
place in orbit around a planet, the tiles will always fall downward but if you are fighting in open space the tiles will come from
whatever direction you made your previous move so strategy will also be a factor in how you battle. The puzzle play is the same
as always, you try to match 3 or more colored tiles with each color representing a different aspect of your spacecraft such as
weapons, shields, engineering, computer, psi and intel.

Combat in this game takes place between spaceships. Your chosen vessel can be outfitted with a plethora of different equipment
and armaments which are the equivalent of spells and bladed weapons in the fantasy based Puzzle Quest games. These items use
gunnery, engineering, science and shield energy corresponding with the different colored tiles respectively. Make enough
matches and build up the appropriate amounts of energy and you will be able to use that piece of equipment or weapon on your
opponents ship. Take down your enemies shields and do enough damage to the hull and you will be victorious. Victories will
earn you intel, which is the equivalent of experience points, which you can then use to upgrade the level of your character giving
the player bonuses to different abilites. Another method of damaging your opponents vessel besides using your weapons is by
matching the numbered tiles. These mine-like tiles have a different number 1-10 indicating the power of the damage output so
matching higher numbers will be devastating to either you or your enemy. Throughout the course of the game, you will be able
to salvage or buy a number of different ships each with it's own unique options and upgrade potentials. Some of the ships will
blow your mind in both their design and specifications but they will not be easy to accquire. If you want a top of the line ship
you'll have to save your credits, do a little haggling or get your hands on some unique schematics and just build your own. As I
mentioned earlier, there is also a large abundance of equipment and weapons that you can accquire to further augment your
warship such as laser turrets, shield generators, repair drones, etc.. For example shield inhibitors, which are my personal
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favorite, cause your opponents shields to stall out and not regenerate which leaves their hull completely open to attack.
WWCPD...What Would Captian Picard Do? Depending on your playstyle you'll definitely find the right combination of
technology to suit you if you buy it, loot it or craft it.

The story is quite compelling as it involves you solving a big mystery so you want to keep playing in order to see what pieces of
the puzzle, no pun intended, you can put together and what questions you can answer. The graphics are top notch and this is
definitely one of the more amazing looking match 3 games. Anyone who is a fan of science fiction will appreciate the beautiful
handrawn art of the various alien species, unique worlds and especially the different makes and models of spaceships, weapon
arrays and equipment showcased in this gorgeous game. The musical score is excellent filled with an abundance of surreal, jolly
and haunting tracks which fit the titles futuristic theme perfectly. Sound effects are also quite superb. You'll love the combat
sounds of the various weapons systems, the impact of the explosions and the sound of your system crashing when your opponent
uses some kind of sabotage tech on your computer as well as a number of other terrific effects. Besides the combat puzzles
there are also a variety of different puzzle types which involve hacking, mining, crafting, haggling and gathering rumors.

Puzzle Quest: Galactrix is just so much fun and highly addictive. One gripe I do have about this title concerns gameplay. The
game is completely random yet sometimes it seems as though your A.I. opponent receives and matches multiple damage tiles so
many more times than you do to the point of sheer ridiculousness. I can't tell you how many times I've lost a battle because so
many moves that I would make would yield nothing for me yet set the A.I. up for devastating damage against me time after time
to the point of me rage quitting....oh it's so frustrating! With that said, this is still one of the best match 3 games I've had the
pleasure of playing and I will continue to enjoy this title for years to come. If you've ever found yourself watching an episode of
Star Trek or a similiar science fiction show and dreaming of commanding a spaceship in an epic battle then this game does a
great job of delivering that experience to you. Puzzle Quest: Galactrix is highly recommended for any match 3, sci-fi or strategy
gamer.. i wish there were achievements because i got an eagle on the 2nd hole.. Mobile Game, smart isomitric puzzles.

70% Rank.. i get it. it's a parody game and whatnot but, oh my god its crap on so many levels. looking at you, collisions and
handling. I've seen two games with "Fancy" in the title (this one and Fancy Slingshot) and both of them are kinda crap. I take it
they're using "Fancy" the same way Ketchup does. Fancy Ketchup is better than this though. Anyway, my review:

You start up the game, grab the virtual ski poles and start moving your arms to head down the hill. Apparently you have to move
left and right by leaning left and right (though this isn't made very clear in game). It also seems like your movement is limited so
that unless you're moving left or right VERY early, you're almost guaranteed to splat into something.

I let a friend try this game and he nearly fell over because he wasn't prepared for the first jump.... That was amusing to watch,
but I wouldn't suggest buying this for that alone. Basically I got this game primarily because it was in a bundle of VR games, and
I wouldn't have purchased it otherwise.

Things I liked about this game:

 There's a pretty good sense of speed as you get going down the hill

 jumping over a small cliff is kinda fun if you have your "VR Legs"

 At least they didn't cram the "VR" in the middle of a word like "FancV Rskiing"

That's it.

Things I didn't like about this game:

 You can't really control your movement very well

 There doesn't seem to be any variety to the game at all.

 There's almost no instructions at all to tell you how you're supposed to "win".
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 It's not realistic enough to be a sim, and there's not enough content to be "arcadey" So WTF is it?!

I'd say it's an experiment. Ski down a hill, try to avoid a giant rock, try to avoid some falling rocks, try to avoid the ice stalagtites
in the cave, try to avoid the deer running across your path... game over? Start over! Same exact path, same exact obstacles, same
exact lack of control and same exact results! Maybe next time I'll see if I can ski backwards!

I would recommend avoiding any game with "Fancy" in the title.
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